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Roland Igbinoba Real Foundation for Housing & 
Urban Development is a corporate social responsibility 
effort and a non-governmental initiative aimed at 
providing information and analytics to the residential 
real estate market in Nigeria. The Foundation is strictly 
set up as an institution for social capital, advocacy 
and policy making towards the development of the 
Nigerian housing market and ultimately the provision 
of affordable housing to the citizenry. 

The foundation is focused on advocating sectoral 
frameworks and policies for the housing supply chain 
dynamics and challenges; developers; the state of 
infrastructure and the housing market outlook in the 
country. This is aimed at providing data and attracting 
investment into the housing sector.

Pison Housing Company has been responsible for 
publishing this report for the Roland Igbinoba Real 
Foundation for Housing  & Urban Development 
(RIRFHUD)
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“We are on the path of continuous improvement in 
delivering affordable homes to people. Many housing 
schemes have been set up in the past as a tool for 
resolving the housing problems Lagos residents are 
faced with. One of them is the Lagos Homes Ownership 
Mortgage Scheme (LagosHOMS). Lagos HOMS is a 
process by which the state’s residents will be given a 
fair and transparent opportunity to spread payment for 
their homes over a period of 10 years at interest rate of 
9.5%, after making an initial equity contribution of 30%. 
LagosHoms has continued to thrive and although many 
people have been allotted homes on a periodical basis 
through this programme, more needs to be done to close 
the housing supply gap in terms of affordability and access 
to accommodation. 

We have plans for making affordable mass housing a 
reality and we are considering adopting a ‘rent and own’ 
policy in resolving Lagos’ housing deficiency. Under the 
scheme, those who cannot afford the equity for an outright 
purchase of a house will pay a rent for a specific period, 
which will go towards offsetting the cost of the house. 

The present administration is trying to expand the 
homeownership schemes as much as possible for people 
to key into. One of the challenges of the LagosHOMS 
initiative was for getting a winner of a three-bedroom 
flat, for instance, to make an initial payment of about N5 
million – half the cost – before spreading out the balance 
through monthly payments. Another challenge was in 
the way the houses were awarded, matching housing 
needs according to the demographics of the winners. It 
would be inefficient for a bachelor or spinster to own a 
three-bedroom flat compared to married couples and 
families who have a pressing need for space. Singles can 
get studio apartments and upgrade to more spacious 
accommodations when they get married and start raising 
a family. 

Expansion of the Lagos Home Ownership Mortgage 
Scheme (HOMS) will target more people in the areas of 
need and affordability, thus using alternative technologies 
that reduce the cost of housing delivery in the State. The 
‘rent and own’ policy is designed to lessen the cost burden 
of individuals who wish to get accommodation through the 
existing housing scheme. We are also reviewing   ongoing 
construction of housing estates under the scheme to help 
in completing all the outstanding projects. The private 
sector is actively engaged in mass housing delivery and 
managing estate facilities. We also plan to pursue urban 
renewal schemes to reduce the menace of slums and 
enforce housing control laws and other regulations that 
will make the state attractive for everyone to live in.”

Powered by

Foreword

“We have plans for making affordable mass 
housing a reality and we are considering 
adopting a ‘rent and own’ policy in resolving 
Lagos’ housing deficiency. Under the scheme, 
those who cannot afford the equity for an 
outright purchase of a house will pay a rent 
for a specific period, which will go towards 
offsetting the cost of the house.”

His Excellency 
Mr. Akinwunmi Ambode
Executive Governor, Lagos State
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Register   |   Explore   |   Excel

The real Estate Information Centre (rEIC) is a 
web-based primary data resource centre which 
is an online repository for all relevant real estate 
and construction market information in Nigeria. 
REIC is to become a one-stop gateway that will 
gather all market information together to generate 
a database that can be used for the management 
of sustainable developments within the real estate 
and construction sector.

Furthermore, REIC will create a platform as 
a virtual meeting point in an online gated 
community for the purpose of interaction 
amongst relevant stakeholders within the sector. 
In summary, REIC will help to gauge the entire 
market outlook and performance in order to 
assess, with certain degree of accuracy, the 
direction in which the real estate and construction 
market is headed.

The real Estate 
Information Centre

register now at 
http://reic-ng.com/
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Introduction

DEMAND STuDY (2013-2015)

SuPPLY STuDY (2013-2015)

LuXurY MArKET STuDY (2015-2016)

HOuSE PrICE INDEX (2015-2016)

PrE-SurvEY                                          

Survey Requirements/
Frame Work Definition

CMD/PISON

SurvEY                                          

Qualitative & Quantitative 
Research/Data Capture

MTI/PISON

POST-SurvEY                                          

Analysis/Validation & Reporting PISON

Macroeconomic/Industry Review

Definition of Research 
Methodology

PISON

Survey Framework & 
Definition of Research 

Methodology
PISON

Definition of Research 
Methodology

PISON

Additional Survey/ 
Framework Definition 

PISON

Survey Administration & 
Data Collection

PISON

Data Collection
PISON

Analysis & 
Reporting

PISON

Data Validation
PISON

Data Cleaning 
and Validation

PISON

Qualitative & Quantitative 
Research/Data Capture

MTI/PISON

Analysis & Reporting
PISON

Analysis & Reporting
PISON

2.3. STuDY FrAMEwOrK 

This entire research is an 
aggregation of several 
studies carried out 
within the last four years

4-year 
study

Figure 1: Study Framework 
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Figure 7   Map of the Blue Line showing all 13 Stations. Image Source: LAMATA

Figure 5   The Blue Line

Figure 6  The Blue Line. Image Source: LAMATA

THE rED LINE

The line will run from Marina station in central Lagos to 
Agbado in neighboring Ogun State, with a branch to 
serve Lagos’ airport. It will share tracks with the east-west 
Blue line from Marina to the Lagos Harbor crossing before 
turning north. This phase of the project is expected to 
serve 1.8 million passengers who would have their 8-hour 
roundtrip cut down to 90-minutes at the completion of the 
project. The Federal Government gave the support for the 
$2.4 Billion Red Line, this differs slightly from the Blue Line 
which was solely funded by the Lagos State government. 
As seen below the blue and the red line will both have 
thirteen stations. 

The on-going rehabilitation and expansion of the Lagos-
Badagry Expressway and the construction of the Blue Line 
Lagos Rail Transport (LRT) mass transit transport system 
by Lagos State is driving housing developments in the 
Okokomaiko-Badagry axis part of Lagos Mainland

National and Local Macroeconomic Overview continued

There are two lines - 
the blue and the red. 
The Blue line is a 27 
Kilometer urban rail 
line that will run from 
Okokomaiko to Marina, 
while the Red Line will 
run from Marina to Ikeja 
International Airport. 

27km

Figure 8  The Blue & Red Line. Image Source: Lagos 
State
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Lagos Home Ownership Mortgage Scheme (Lagos 
HOMS), is a Lagos State Government initiative launched 
on February 3, 2014 to stimulate home ownership for tax 
paying residents that are first time buyers in the state. 
Lagos HOMS is a process by which the state’s residents 
will be given a fair and transparent opportunity to pay for 
their homes over a period of 10 years and interest rate 
of 9.5% under a mortgage scheme. This was inspired 
by the resolve of the Ex-Governor of Lagos, Babatunde 
Raji Fashola (SAN) to bridge the estimated 3 million plus 
housing deficit in Lagos State and ensure that Lagos State 
Government lives up to its social obligation to provide 

Table 6  Source: Lamudi Barometer, Real Estate Q1 2015

q1 2015 LAGOS SALES AND rENTAL AwArENESS

Sales ($)

13,815,179 ($69,423)

11,388,006 ($57,226)

rental ($)

831,510 ($4,178)

578,519 ($2907)

Type

House 

Apartment

TYPES

Lagos HOMS Through Public Private Partnership

Schemes Earlier Built By Ministry Of Housing Adopted Into LagosHOMS

Schemes Conceived And Awarded As Lagoshoms

Projections: Phase II Of Ibeshe And Ijora Badia( 240+562)

Total

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

No Of Estates

3

6

30

39

No Of units

446 Units

712 Units

7792 Units

802 Units

9752 Units

In addition to the units in the above chart another 4,171 
units making a total 9,752 units are being completed or in 
different stages of completion as at date. 

Evaluating the performance of the Lagos 
HoMs initiative

The Lagos HOMS initiative has been a success till date 
with a large number of units already delivered. The 
current administration appointed a new General Manager 
for the Lagos State Mortgage Board (custodian of the 
Lagos Home Ownership Scheme) in order to get the 
initiative going. There have also been complaints of 
delay in meeting funding obligations from some of the 
contractors, some other contractors have been alleged 
to have abandoned work after receiving up to 60% of 

the taxpayers’ money. Despite these hassles, the current 
administration is still committed to keeping up the 
promises of government. The 1254-unit Ilubirin Housing 
Estate Project has also been subject to discussions of a 
potential deal restructuring with commercial developers to 
harness the highest and best use of its location. 

Provision of affordable housing has been said to be 
one of the cardinal programmes of the Lagos State 
Government. Various housing schemes launched by 
the state government created 9,752 houses completed 
and ongoing) to combat the housing deficit in Lagos 
State which stands at 3million units. The table below 
lists government housing schemes launched and units 
delivered:

affordable shelter for its citizens. Since the launching of the 
project, many homes have been delivered across 26 sites 
and created new communities like the Lagos HOMS Shitta 
Scheme Surulere (36 units), Chief Anthony Enahoro Estate I 
& II, Ogba (240 units), Oba Lateef Adams Iloro, Agege (21 
units), Honorable Olaitan Mustapha, Ojokoro (96 units), Alhaja 
Adetoun Mustapha, Ojokoro (56 units), Ilupeju Scheme (120 
units), Honorable Sotomiwa Estate (8 units), Oba Adeboruwa 
(256 units) and Sir Michael Otedola Estate, Epe (269 units). 
Other sites include Ajara Badagry, Agbowa Ikorodu, Amuwo 
Odofin, Akerele extension Surulere, Akanimodo Ketu, 
Gbagada 2B, Omole Scheme, Alimosho, Egan Igando, Igando 

Gardens, Ibeshe Ikorodu, Igbogbo 2B Ikorodu, Ilubinrin, 
Isolo, Ijora Badia, Lekki II, Magodo, Oko Oba Agege, 
Obele Surulere, HOS Estate Alausa, Ibeju Lekki and 
Mushin. 

The LagosHOMS project has also created jobs, both 
formal and informal, for 14, 851 skilled and semi-skilled 
personnel who are actively involved in the construction 
phase. With a higher number of on-going projects, 
job creation is expected to increase from the building, 
servicing and maintenance of these estates. 

A major housing challenge in Lagos is the inadequate 
yearly addition both by government & private sectors to 
housing stock commensurate with population expansion. 
To address the shortage in housing supply, a total of 
187,500 units is required yearly in the next 5years to 
bridge the gap. Under the LagosHOMS project, over six 
hundred residents have been allotted housing units as at 
February, 2015. Winners are selected in a random manner 
by participating a public raffle draw. During one of the 
draws which took place on March 5, 2014, 30 people out 
of 322 applicants had emerged winners of housing units. 
This low output ratio calls for the need for more houses 
to be built and more efficient methods to be adopted 
in rolling out a higher number of housing units for the 
mass. The predominant method of construction is largely 
conventional and less innovative requiring the use of 
energy intensive building materials and a slower output.

The success of the Lagos Home Ownership Mortgage 
Scheme (Lagos HOMS) relies heavily on the continuous 
timely mortgage loan repayments of mortgagors and 
political stability on the part of state government. 
Continuous housing delivery and project sustainability is 
strongly led by government through a dominant ruling 
party. Power has not changed hands in the last 20 years 
and projects like the LagosHOMS is expected to endure 
with political stability.

House structures available for applicants are mostly 
condominiums or apartments and completed houses cost 
from N4,340,000 for a 1 bedroom flat to N18,670,000 
for a 3 bedroom flat. Applicants are required to pay a 
non-refundable fee of N10,000 during initial application 
process and to present tax payment receipts of 5 years, 
personal bank statements for last 6 months and other 
documents. Successful applicants are to make an initial 
down payment of 30% of property value and pay the 
rest over 10 years at 9.5% interest rate. Addressing the 
housing needs of the lower middle class would need a 
more realistic mortgage with cheaper housing units, a 
lower equity contribution and a longer tenure of about 
20 years. Many tax payers and civil servants will not be 
able to afford the LagosHOMS project due to the short 
tenure and the challenge of getting bulk money to pay 
off mortgage equity of 30% down payment.

Overview of Housing and real Estate Sector in Lagos continued

Table 5
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Table 8   Source: Lamudi Barometer, Real Estate Q1 2015, MTI/PISON Housing Company data, 2009

COMPArATIvE ANNuAL rENTAL HOuSING PrICES (2009 vS 2015)

Average Price / 

Bedroom (N)

2,000,000

3,000,000

700,000 

650,000

550,000

250,000

150,000

90,000

200,000

350,000

70,000

85,000

85,000

100,000

60,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

80,000

Average Price / 

Bedroom ($)

2,380,000

1,550,000

985,000 

821,000

762,000

679,000

587,000

528,000

500,000

175,000

174,000

174,000

174,000

144,000

140,000

119,000

132,000

112,000

110,000

108,000

Deviation From 

2009 Price

19%

-48%

41%

26%

39%

172%

291%

487%

154%

43%

150%

105%

105%

44%

133%

49%

41%

40%

38%

35%

Neighbourhood

Ikoyi

Victoria Island

Apapa

Ikeja

Ketu

Maryland

Lagos Island

Lekki

Festac

Isolo

Iju

Ejigbo

Ipaja

Ikorodu

Igando

Ikotun

Abule-Egba

Egbe

Ojo

Badagry

With regards to rental pricing, per bedroom across major 
neighborhoods, Lamudi research observed that these 
prices mirrored the sales price with the exception of 
relatively overpriced stock in Lagos Island and Eti-Osa 
LGAs. The reason for the overpriced nature of rentals in the 
aforementioned axis was linked to speculative pricing for low 
demand housing stock rather than an actual lack of available 
housing stock. The chart above compares 2015 rental prices 
with the rents utilized in the first volume of this research 
published in 2009. As seen above, majority of the rents have 
spiked significantly with the exception of Victoria Island which 
witnessed a 48% drop in prices. A possible reason for this is 
the increasing commercialization of the residential units in the 
area making it less conducive for residential habitation. Other 
reasons include the migration towards the lekki-epe axis which 
has reduced demand for Victoria residential housing. The 
Ikoyi area witnessed the lowest price increase amongst the 
top neighborhoods (19%), while Lagos Island witnessed a 41% 
increase In prices when compared to rents obtainable in 2009. 

Other important data points are the over 487% jump in the 
rents for the Badagry area which can be linked to developer’s 
response to the massive infrastructural investment going 
on in the area. This area could witness the astronomical 
construction starts and rental price spikes that Lekki has 
witnessed in the past decade. As mentioned earlier, the 
planned commissioning of the Blue Line later this year and 

the construction of the Red Line are a few of the infrastructural 
developments slated for the area. 

Demand Pressures for Residential Housing

Based on research results from Lamudi Barometer, demand 
pressures for housing were highest in Lagos Mainland LGA (demand 
exceeded supply by a multiple of 18), followed by Surulere which 
witnessed 10 times more demand than available supply. In terms 
of demand for rental property types, Yaba had the most demand 
for flats (30 times the available supply), followed by Lekki (29 
times available supply). The Yaba area has become an important 
transportation and educational hub in Lagos, it also has a growing 
presence of tech startups all of which are primary drivers for rental 
housing in the area. Ajah and Lekki have the highest demand for 
apartments and houses for sale followed by Ikoyi respectively. 
Although the Ikorodu district remains the most sought after for land 
purchases with 12% of overall demand for land, the highest market 
pressure or land purchases is the Ogudu neighbourhood. 

To ease the demand pressures across the country, The Federal 
Government has initiated some efforts. Some of these efforts by 
government have come in the way of institutional reforms. Some of 
the institutions who were mandated to help in solving the housing 
challenge in Nigeria include, the Nigeria Sovereign Investment 
Authority (NSIA), Nigeria Infrastructure Fund (NIF) and the Nigerian 
Mortgage Refinance Company.

Chart 5  Source: Lamudi Barometer, Real Estate Q1 2015, Research International Field Data, 2009

Average Price / Bedroom (2015) Average Price / Bedroom (2009) Deviation from 2009 Prices (%)
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Overview of Housing and real Estate Sector in Lagos continued
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5. Luxury Residential Market

A number of luxury residential properties have sprung 
in Nigeria’s major cities with beautiful landscapes and 
an evolving culture of modern architecture in building 
design. Lagos, Abuja and Port Harcourt have the highest 
concentration of luxury residential properties in the real 
estate market. Lagos being the business nerve of the 
country boasts of a ticker density compared to Abuja, the 
country’s center of politics and government administration. 
Top luxury locations and their average prices include 
Banana Island-N450M, Niccon Town-N320M, Ikeja GRA- 
N250M, Lekki Phase 1-N140M in Lagos, Maitama-N430M, 
Asokoro- N418M, Jabi-N400M in Abuja, GRA Phase 
2-N145M in Port Harcourt. There has been increased 
investment in high rise apartments in Eko Atlantic, Atlantic 
Resort, Lorenzo, Ikoyi, and No.4 Bourdillon in Lagos. Most 
of these high end luxury homes are graced with tower 
structures and have average price points of $1.5m per 
apartment. These tall buildings are located within business 
districts and are mostly intended for mixed use both 
residential and commercial purpose. 

Consumer spending on luxury homes in Lagos have been 
spurred by thriving business and economic growth in the 
state, a GDP of $136.6 billion (projected to reach $355 
billion in 2025) and 2015 Internally Generated Revenue 
268.2 Billion Naira, almost 40 percent of the 682.7 billion 
generated by the entire states. Unlike Lagos, buyers of 
luxury properties in Abuja and Port Harcourt are mainly 
political elites and expatriates. Also, the demand for luxury 
homes increased due to rising number of high net worth 
individuals in Nigeria, changing investment climate and 
favorable demographics. 

A 2015 report by New World Wealth shows that the 
number of Nigeria’s high net worth individuals (persons 
with net assets valued at more than 1 million US Dollars) 
is an average of 15,400 persons and Lagos is home to 
61% of this figure. Increase in income levels means higher 
purchasing power for people with interest in real estate. 
A breakdown of Africa’s HNWI’s financial assets show that 
23.2% of assets were held in real estate compared to 
22.7% in cash and cash equivalents, 19.6% fixed income, 
19.1% equities, and 15.4% in alternative investments. 

A typical luxury home sells for amounts from N80,000,000 
to N1,300,000,000 in Lagos while in Abuja the range is 
from N75,000,000 to N1,400,000,000. Condominiums 
sell for much lower prices between N20M and N60M. 
High rise or penthouse apartments sell for prices between 
$1M and $3M. Lagos is at the brink of experiencing 
an oversupply of luxury homes with many luxury 
developments still under construction. Rental prices have 
been rising as well as the service charges which comes 
with luxury amenities. A city can fail when rents rise to 
the point where affordability becomes an issue. Rental 
prices, usually collected in US dollars, have experienced a 
hyperinflation following the devaluation of naira. Prices in 
Ikoyi had gone up from N16M to N21M in the 3rd quarter, 
2015. Developers have been forced to drop rent prices 
by 20% due to a low demand for these houses. Hikes in 

what is the origin of most luxury home buyers or 
renters in Lagos?

SurvEY rESuLTS

Chart 7

88%

2%
10%

Nigeria Japan United States

USD dollar exchange rates have slowed business activities 
especially for an economy which is import dependent. 

Nigeria’s Central Bank has taken measures to curb 
inflation by issuing policies on forex limitations; restricting 
41 items from having access to foreign exchange and 
also limiting credit supply, therefore making dollar scarce 
and widening the gap between the black market rate and 
the official exchange rate. Nigeria has also been affected 
by the global crash in oil prices, a precious commodity 
which accounts for 85% of the country’s revenue. The 
simultaneous events of oil price crash, naira devaluation 
and a forex credit crunch have led to dwindling 
government revenues and slow economic growth. Prices 
of goods have increased, salaries have remained the 
same, many workers have been owed and eventually laid 
off. There is little demand for houses on sale let alone 
luxury homes. Construction projects have slowed down 
and investors have adopted a wait-and-see approach; 
waiting for the economy to bounce back before making 
financial commitments.

In order to properly guage the luxury residential market 
from the perspective of both the devlopers and buyer, we 
carried out a survey that was concluded in first quarter of 
2016. The survey results are shown below:

Rental prices have 
been rising as well as 
the service charges 
which comes with luxury 
amenities. A city can fail 
when rents rise to the 
point where affordability 
becomes an issue. 
Rental prices, usually 
collected in US dollars, 
have experienced a 
hyperinflation following 
the devaluation of naira. 
Prices in Ikoyi had gone 
up from N16M to N21M 
in the 3rd quarter, 2015. 
Developers have been 
forced to drop rent 
prices by 20% due to a 
low demand for these 
houses
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6. Housing Demand Analysis

This study is aimed at providing credible statistics on the 
demand for housing and related housing finance services. 
Consequently, across a wide range of demographic 
categories the survey will measure the demand for housing 
amongst the low, middle and high income earners, 
get an understanding of their preference for housing 
and preferred financing options. In addition, and very 
importantly, the survey would measure price affordability 
for housing across the varying income demography. 
The survey will, among others, focus on the following 
variables: gender, geography, Income – both personal and 
household, income sources, seasonality of employment 
and irregularity of willingness to invest in housing.

The study will further investigate preference for location; 
housing quality standards required; Housing quality 
standards required; Desired infrastructure; Past, current 
and future access to a range of housing finance services.

The primary objective of this survey is to champion the 
creation of a state-level baseline database that would 
stimulate growth of affordable housing construction and 
other related investment opportunities in Lagos State at 
all income levels. In addition, the study sought to provide 
an update to the first edition by the Roland Igbinoba 
Real Foundation For Housing And Urban Development 
(RIRFHUD) comprehensive, consistent and internationally 
comparable survey of quantifiable market demand for 
housing and measurement of price affordability across the 
varying income demography. 

The methodological framework that guides the 
implementation of the quantitative component of the 
Lagos Housing Demand Survey conducted by PISON/
CMD/MTI is on page 18.

However, the specific objectives of the survey are as 
follows: 

 To quantify and benchmark the housing demand in 
Lagos State (to define what makes for affordability 
for people across several income strata) using 
a sample size and methodology that ensures 
scientific representation of the adult population;

 To quantify and benchmark the related housing 
finance demand and preferences for financing 
options in Lagos State; 

 To profile housing demand and needs of low 
income (BoP) and lower middle income people 
across several local government areas in Lagos 
state 

 Enhance understanding of the needs and 
challenges of low income people in Lagos, 
particularly regarding access to, usage of, and 
requirements for, the development of a sustainable 
low income housing finance/housing microfinance 
program; 

 To understand the gaps and highlight 
opportunities for innovation; 

 Stimulate dialogue amongst governments at all 
levels, multilateral development agencies and the 
private sector and produce recommendations on 
what is required to improve the housing sector 
and enhance competitiveness and to better 
integrate low-income earners into the policies and 
programming of Lagos State Government. 

 Make recommendations regarding implementation 
and administration of housing and related housing 
finance services to low middle and high income 
earners in Lagos state

 The report is also aimed at initiating the 
construction of a house price index that will show 
the variation of a house prices over a specific 
period of time

 The study will take a central look at the luxury 
residential component in Lagos with a view to 
understanding the view point of developers and 
the preference for the high networth individuals

 Across a wide range of demographic categories, 
the survey would measure demand for housing 
amongst the different income groups, get an 
understanding of their preference for housing and 
preferred financing options. The survey would 
measure price affordability for housing across 
the varying income demography. The survey will, 
among others, focus on the following variables; 
gender, geography, personal and household 
income, seasonality of employment, irregularity to 
invest in housing preference for location, housing 
quality standards required, desired infrastructure, 
range of housing finance services

The design of the survey took into consideration the varied 
information needs of the various Stakeholders involved in 
the initiative.

6.1 BACKGrOuND
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6.9 HOuSING MArKET INDICES

A recent survey showed that from the total adult 
population of 87.9 million, the income level has only 
3.6 million Nigerian adults earning above N70, 000 per 
month. The income earning level for the country does 
not support affordability of high cost housing. In Nigeria, 
supply of housing is mainly targeted at the high income 
earners, and selling price which are termed ‘low’ are still 
unaffordable to the lower income bracket. House costs at 
the minimal can be estimated at N5,000,000, and this is 
in only a few locations in the country. Therefore, the high 
demand will remain if indices, statistics and features in the 
industry remain unchanged. 

6.10 HOME OwNErSHIP STATuS:

quantitative Methodological Approach

The goal of the survey among other things is to provide 
the most comprehensive and up-to-date source of 
information on the demand for affordable housing and 
related affordable housing finance services in Lagos state. 
The survey was designed to cover the statutory recognized 
twenty (20) LGAs plus the thirty-seven (37) LCDAs and 
to provide a true representation of the housing demand 
situation in the State.

This section also covers important survey-related 
issues including sample design, questionnaire design, 
training of enumerators and supervisors, pre-testing 
of questionnaires, fieldwork and data processing.  The 
methodological framework that guides the implementation 
of the quantitative component of Lagos Housing Demand 
Survey conducted by PISON/CMD is as follows;

Target Population and Coverage

The target population in this study is persons who reside 
in households within Lagos State that are economically 
active,  aged 15-65 years. The primary unit of analysis 
is therefore the individuals within households. Based on 
2013 Lagos state projected population estimates, the state 
had a population of 21.8 million out of a national estimate 
of 167 million. Out of the total population of Lagos, the 
projected population of 15-65 years in Lagos State is 
estimated at 14.3 million people constituting the universe 
of our study. The geographical boundary of the study 
area included the residential units within the Lagos state 
recognized 57 LCDAs embedded in the statutory 20 Local 
Government Areas.

Sample Size and Selection Procedure

One of the basic decisions in developing survey plans 
is to determine the appropriate size of the sample. The 
main objective is to have a large enough sample to allow 
reaching reliable conclusions using survey results, and at 
the same time to have a sample as small as possible to 
economize on survey implication costs. 

For 95% confidence, 5% precision and design effect of 
1.5 (to compensate for the stratified/cluster effect) a total 
sample size of 6,016 households was drawn using a multi-
stage stratified sampling procedure that cut across the 
entire local government areas in Lagos State. This will 
allow for reporting of the results at the Local Government 
Level.

A stratified multistage sample of households was drawn as 
follows:

 Target Population: households in Lagos State
 strata: 20 LGAs + 37 LCDAs
 Primary sampling unit (PsU): Wards 
 secondary sampling unit (ssU): Streets
 Tertiary sampling unit (UsU): A Person 15-65 years 

within households

Housing Demand Analysis continued

Survey Sample Design

A random household survey of persons aged 15 – 65 
years obtained through a multi-stage area based sampling 
approach was used. Given the diversity of Lagos state, the 
area sampling approach, (also known as Cluster sampling 
design) was adopted. This approach was preferred, not 
only for its appropriateness for a study of this magnitude, 
but also because of its economy and simplicity. This design 
will ensure the generation of a truly representative sample 
that is devoid of bias while guaranteeing precise projection 
of the survey result into the study population, within an 
acceptable confidence limit. Probability Proportional to 
Size (PPS) was adopted to determine the sample size 
per local government area while the ultimate samples 
were selected using Simple Random Sampling with 
Replacement.

For the purposes of this study, the economically active 
population is defined as persons who fall within the age 
bracket of 15 – 65 years and have a visible means of 
livelihood, and must have been residing in Lagos state in 
the last one year. While the Lagos State Bureau of Statistics 
provided technical support in drawing a representative 
sample for the study. 

Survey Sample Frame

Obtaining a good sampling frame, and adopting methods 
to remedy any deficiencies present in it, is critical 
components of good survey design. The sample frame 
is a list(s) or resource(s) that contains the elements of the 
defined population. A desired sampling frame is one 
containing an actual list of elements to be sampled (e.g. 
households) where each element appears at least once 
and not more than once. Another desirable quality of a 
sampling frame is ease of identification of each element 
along a series of variables important in the study (e.g., 
housing tenure status of households).  

The Lagos State Bureau of Statistics has been undertaking 
regular household surveys that focus on the economically 
active population in Lagos state. Therefore, it warehouses   
up-to-date and reliable sampling frame and fairly detailed 
maps to locate households in the field. The lists of 
households are routinely updated by the Lagos State 
Bureau of Statistics served as the sampling frame. 

The sample frame was therefore based on the Lagos State 
2013 Census population estimates and the lists of wards, 
streets and housing units within the state. The current view 
of the size of the population within the Local Government 
Areas by wards is as follows:

The first level of stratification comprised the Local 
Government Areas (20 LGAs + 37 LCDAs), with each of 
them divided into Political Wards (between 10 and 25). 
These wards formed the second level of stratification. All 
the streets in each ward were listed and all the housing units 
in selected streets were also listed, together with all the 
households living in them. Probability Proportional to Size 
(PPS) was adopted to determine the sample size per local 
government area while the ultimate samples were selected 
using Simple Random Sampling with Replacement.

It is to be noted, however, that the number of households 
selected from each political ward was allocated 
proportionally to the local government areas and political 
wards based on the projected population figure of year 
2013. 

The wards constituted the Primary Sampling Unit (PSU). 
All the 376 Wards were selected for the study. Based on 
sampling theory, it has been proven that to obtain a more 
representative sample using an area based sampling 
approach, more clusters (in this case wards) with fewer 
households per ward should be drawn. In the first stage 
selection which is the selection of wards, all the 376 wards 
were covered in the study.

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

LGA

Agege

Ajeromi/Ifelodun 

Alimosho 

Amuwo Odofin Apapa

Badagry

Epe

Eti-Osa

Ibeju Lekki

Ifako-Ijaiye

Ikeja

Ikorodu

Kosofe

Lagos Island

Lagos Mainland

Mushin

Ojo

Oshodi Isolo

Shomolu 

Surulere

TOTAL

wArDS

13

16

42

14

12

20

19

20

12

14

18

30

21

18

20

19

15

14 

16 

23

376

POPuLATION 

2013 

1,287,909

1,789,365

2,522,003

754,475

651,250

474,265

403,471

1,226,137

124,095

927,939

808,752

859,024

1,165,172

1,071,964

784,752

1,647,520

1,173,786

1,414,428

1,278,009

1,588,732

21,853,048

POPuLATION 

(15 - 64 Years)

841,122

1,168,618

1,666,690

427,432

425,325

305,738

263,503

800,779

81,046

606,028

528,188

561,020

760,962

700,089

512,53

1,075,979

766,588

923,749

834,655

1,037,585

14,291,609

Table 12
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According to Chart 37, a significant proportion of 
tenants 71% of tenants in Lagos claimed not to have 
ever defaulted in payment of rents. However, 29% of 
the population of tenants in Lagos admits to default 
in payment of rents at one point or the other for some 
reason. The results obtained from the study further 
establish a consistency, willingness-to-pay and capacity 
of tenants to meet tenancy obligation as at when 
due. Moreso, the results obtained ultimately presents 
invaluable information for the design and development 
of various housing product (e.g. Rent-To-Own-Policy) by 
government, financial institutions real estate developers. 

residency Migration

Amongst other measurable indicators related to housing 
characteristics, the study also measures residency 
migration which, for the purpose of this study, describes 
the rate of change of residence by the population of Lagos 
state. The primary purpose is to understand the complex 
interplay of components of the residency migration and its 
impact on the demand for housing in Lagos state. 

The residency migration indicator is an intrinsic property 
which comprise of common characteristic features of the 
housing sector such as residency tenure (period of time 
spent in current residence), change (including frequency of 
change) or no change of residence in the last 15 years and 
factors responsible for either choice. Proper monitoring 
and evaluation of these indicators is of tremendous 
significance to operators of the real estate market 
particular the housing supply segment. The measurement 
of these components of the residency migration indicator 
will not only assess the level of opportunities inherent 
within the housing supply market, but also provide a 
platform for future projections. 

rate of rental Default at any point in time According to chart 39, the results derived from the study 
reveal that majority (85%) of the Lagos population have 
not changed current residence in the last 15 years while 
only 15% recorded a change of current residence at least 
once within the same period. The frequency of change of 
residence as shown by chart 42 within the fraction (15%) of 
the population, who have acceded to changing residence 
vary from one to above five times within the same period. 

Therefore, it could be inferred from chart 41 that a 
significant proportion of the 15% Lagos population have 
actually changed residence once or twice within the same 
period under study.

In same vein, chart 40 show that change of current 
residence is widespread amongst the SEC households. 
However, prevalence is considered highest within the 
middle class based on reasons as depicted by the 
following chart 42. 

Thus, chart 42 records typical reasons which inform 
the decisions to consider a change of residence within 
the Lagos housing market. Chief amongst the reasons 
responsible for the low rate of frequency of change of 
residence and hence residency migration are primarily 
change of taste, challenges with landlord and increase 
in size of family while the least significant reasons are 
attributed to already built personal house, flood-related 
issues and proximity to social services by increasing order 
of priority. Again, the results generated from the chart 38 
which indicates a relatively low rate of residency migration 
further validates results obtained from chart 41 which 
indicates a low frequency of change of residence within 
the Lagos state housing market. 

On the other hand, based on chart 43, the study went 
ahead to investigate the reasons why a significant 
proportion (85%) of the Lagos state population have 
retained their current residence within the same period 
based on the reasons as depicted by the following chart;

Within the scope of the study, the residency migration 
was measured across the various categories of residency 
status. The results obtained from the study is as shown by 
the following diagrams;

Period of Time Spent in Current residence
 

reasons for change of residence in last 15 years

Housing Demand Analysis continued

Based on chart 38, the results obtained show that 
majority of the Lagos population, estimated at 76% have 
maintained an average of 10 years and below in their 
current residence indicating a relatively low residency 
migration. While on the other hand, only an estimated 
24% of the population, indicating minority, have retained 
current residence above a 10-year period.  

In order to better understand the low rate of residency 
migration within Lagos state as revealed by chart 38, the 
study investigated the change (including frequency of 
change) of residence within the last 15-year period as 
shown by the following diagrams;

17 %

27 %

17 %

10 %

6 %

24 %

1 - 2 yrs 5 - 6 yrs 9 - 10 yrs3 - 4 yrs 7 - 8 yrs 11 - 12 yrs

71%

29%

Yes No

I have built my house 

Flood

Proximity to social services (Health Care Facilities)

My Income  Increased 

Security  issued

The House is dippilated/Unsafe

I cant afford the rent of my previous house

Proximity to my workplace  compelled me

My family sized increased

Challenges with landlord

Change in taste

2

3

5

10

11

14

15

16

25

29

33

Frequency of Change of residence within the last 15 
years

44 %

14%

1%

36%

3% 1%

ONE THREE 
TIMES

FIVE 
TIMES

OVER FIVE 
TIMES

TWO FOUR 
TIMES

Chart 41: Frequency of Change of Residence

Chart 39 Change of Residence

Change of residence in the last 15 years by Socio-
economic Classes

42%

67% 68 % 65%

52%

58%

33 % 32% 35%

48%

E C2 ABD C1

Chart 40: Change of Residence by Socio-economic Class

Chart 38: Period of Time Spent in Current Residence

Chart 37

Chart 42: Reasons for Change of Residence in Last 15 years

reasons for No Change residence in the Last 15 years

I live in my house 

Proximity to social services like School etc.

My father owns the house

Social facilities in the location is satisfactory

It is close to Proximity/Convenient to the office

I cant afford to pay the 2 years advance payment

The neighbourhood character is okay

I am satisfied with the security location

I cant afford then high rent

2%

5%

9%

13%

14%

18%

18%

19%

25%

Chart 43: Reasons for No Change in Residence in Last 15 years

Change of residence in the last 15 years 

85%

Yes

Yes

No

No

15%
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Overall opinion on housing in Lagos state by Socio-Economic Class

Housing Satisfaction and quality Standards 

Overall Opinion On Housing In Lagos State By Location (LGA/LCDA)     Base: 12, 605, 410According to Chart 66, the major reasons for the apparent 
low interest on the use of loans for house acquisitions are 
as follows:

Perceived high interest rate (53%); Fear of the 
consequences of failure to repay (42%); Lack of trust on 
the system (17%); Lack of understanding of the benefits 
(15%)

We think that all the issues raised are either real or 
imagined. The challenge for Sector investors is to engage 
constructively with relevant stakeholders and address their 
fears and needs.

Chart 68 shows a general agreement across all Socio-economic classes that the housing situation in Lagos state is bad. 
For example, the opinion ratings for Good versus Bad across Socio-economic classes are: AB (53%30%), C1 (48%/29%) 
(48%), C2 (56%/27%), D (56%/29%) and E (49%/36%) From the above result, indications are that all sections of the 
population feel the burden of the current “crisis” in the housing sector in Lagos state. The type and degree of the issue 
may however, vary between classes.  

According to Table 13, the top three locations with highest ratings for bad housing situation are ijede (96% bad, 4% good), Apapa 
Iganmu (82% bad, 18% good) and Agege (78% bad, 22% good).

From Chart 67, 54% of Lagos state residents believe the 
situation of housing in the state is generally bad, while 
only 28% say it is good. However, 17% are indifferent.

Housing Demand Analysis continued

Extremely 
Bad

8%

17%

15%

12%

1%

20%
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Overall opinion on housing situation in Lagos state
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This result is a strong indication of the enormous 
challenges that residents currently experience with 
housing issues in the state.

Table 13: Overall opinion on housing in Lagos state by location (LGA/LCDA)

Agege
Orile/Agege
Ibeju - Lekki
Lekki
Kosofe
Agboyi/Ketu
Isheri/Ikosi
Ifako/Ijaiye
Ojokoro
Agbado/Oke Ado
Ayobo-Ipaja
Mosan-Okunola
Egbe-Idimu
Igando/Ikotun
Alimosho
Ikeja
Onigbongbo
Ojodu
Ejigbo
Oshodi/Isolo
Isolo
Shomolu
Bariga
Yaba
Lagos Mainland
Igbogbo/Baiyeku
Ijede
Ikorodu
Ikorodu North
Ikorodu West
Imota
Lagos Island
Lagos Island East
Eredo
Epe
Ikosi Ejirin
Badagry
Badagry West
Badagry Olorunda
Amuwo Odofin
Apapa 
Apapa/Iganmu
Ajeromi/Ifelodun 
Ifelodun
Eti-Osa
Eti-Osa East 
Ikoyi/Obalende
Iru/Victoria Island
Mushin
Odi Olowo
Iba
Ojo
Oto-Awori
Coker/Aguda
Itire -Ikate
Surulere
Ori - Ade

21
4
9
9
10
4
2
2
10
0
9
5
3
0
7
5
6
8
9
8
6
16
9
9
9
1
28
7
5
0
9
8
15
24
2
3
10
0
0
3
8
17
14
8
5
0
5
10
10
3
16
14
6
2
8
28
7

12
0

22
16
37
29
35
23
21
38
18
26
13
18
21
17
13
22
38
16
31
5
8

13
15
18
41
15
10
23
0

21
9

16
23
19
23
14
4
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16
22
10
24
25
40
25
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24
26
10
13
8
9

19
11
45
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14
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49
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2
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4
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25
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17
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Chart 67: Overall opinion on housing situation in Lagos state

Chart 68: Overall opinion on housing in Lagos state by Socio-Economic Class
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House Price Index
(RI Index)

A House Price Index (HPI) measures the change in prices 
of residential properties or houses, both old and new, 
bought by households. By measuring price changes, the 
growth rates of house price indices track house price 
inflation. Investors are guided on timing of investment, 
property owners are able to make better decisions on 
whether to hold off selling property till price appreciates 
or sell immediately before price drops sharply.  Typically, 
house price indices are computed quarterly or monthly 
and is computed using different methods.

7.1  METHODOLOGY
The choice of a reliable method for constructing a 
house price index depends largely on the level of data 
availability within a particular period. The “Stratified 
Median Price Method”, which has been preferred for 
constructing the HPI for Nigeria is based upon the idea 
of dividing the heterogeneous housing market into 
homogeneous strata. Strata are defined considering the 
balance of homogeneity of housing characteristics and the 
number of observations required for producing a reliable 
median unit price. An ideal index would compare like for 
like considering all factors including property structure 
(detached, semi-detached or terrace, bungalow, block of 
flats, duplex, flats), class of property (luxury or non-luxury). 
The strata is then created based on number of available 
factors subject to data availability. The median unit price 
for each stratum is then weighted to reach the overall 
price index. 

DISTrICT

Agege

Ajah

Gbagada

Ibeju Lekki

Ikeja

Ikoyi

Isolo

Lekki

Magodo

Maryland

Ojodu

Surulere

Victoria Island

Yaba

COvErAGE ArEAS

Abule Egba, Dopemu, Fagba, Iju-Ishaga, Meiran, Mulero, Oko-Oba

Abraham Adesanya Estate, Ado, Badore, Canaan Estate, Crown Estate, Eden Garden Estate, 
Graceland Estate, Lekki Gardens Estate, Ogombo, Penninsula Garden, Sangotedo, Thomas Estate

Gbagada Phase 1, Gbagada Phase 2, Medina, Pedro, Soluyi

Arapagi Oloko, Awoyaya, Badore, Mosere Ikoga, Ogogoro, Orimedu

Adeniyi Jones, Agidingbi, Alausa, Allen, Ikeja GRA, Oba Akran, Ogba, Omole Phase 1, Omole 
Phase 2, Onigbongbo, Opebi, Oregun

Banana Island, Dolphin Estate, Falomo, Old Ikoyi, Osborne, Parkview

Ago Palace, Ajao Estate, Amuwo Odofin, Cele, Festac, Ire Akari, Mile 2, Oke Afa, Okota

Abijo, Agungi, Chevy View Estate, Idado, Ikate Eleguishi, Ikota Villa Estate, Lekki Expressway, Lekki 
Phase 1, Lekki Phase 2, Ologolo, Osapa, VGC

GRA

Anthony, Mende, Onigbongbo

Ojodu Berger

Aguda, Alaka, Barracks, Bode Thomas, Eric Moore, Idi Araba, Ijesha, Ijeshatedo, Iponri, Itire Ikate, 
Kilo, Masha, Ojuelegba, Papa Ajao

Oniru, Victoria Island Extension

Abule Ijesha, Abule Oja, Adekunle, Akoka, Alagomeji, Costain, Ebute Metta, Fola Agoro, Iwaya, 
Jibowu, Makoko, Onike, Sabo, Saint Agnes, Tejuosho

We have used a combination of the stratified median price 
method and weighted quarterly average to build the Pison 
House Price Index suitable to Nigeria. This approach is 
among the least data intensive of all the methods currently 
available to statistical agencies. The basic mean or median 
methods only need the selling or asking prices of the 
properties in a given location to build a price index. Data 
was collected in real time from e-commerce and property 
listing websites such as the Nigerian Property Center and 
Lamudi. Considering the limited availability of data in 
Nigeria, the Pison House Price Index is constructed based 
on monthly median prices and corresponding number of 
bedrooms in selected locations within Lagos. The index 
is a weighted average measured quarterly using monthly 
median price for a given number of observations. The 
set number of observations within each quarter is at least 
50. The median price was used for monthly prices for 
each house (no of bedrooms) and is effective in reducing 
the effect of outliers (values which deviate from normal 
distribution for a set of values). We have tracked prices 
on a monthly basis from Q2, 2015 to Q1, 2016 using 
the former as the base period. The index then measures 
change in price level since Q2, 2015. The table below 
shows the house price indices, price change and average 
prices different property types and the following cities: 
Agege, Ajah, Gbagada, Ibeju Lekki, Ikeja, Ikoyi, Isolo, 
Lekki, Magodo, Maryland, Ojodu, Surulere, Victoria Island 
and Yaba.

Table 15:  The average prices in the table below is reflective of data collected in these cities and their coverage areas. 
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8. Housing Supply Analysis

8.1  FrAMEwOrK

Supply of housing units in Nigeria can be viewed from two 
sides; the formal and the informal. As seen in the supply 
of housing figure above, the formal refers to supplies 
from organized private sector and the various organs in 
the public sector while the informal refers to individuals, 
cooperatives and community development initiatives. 

Method of Data Collection

A combination of four major data collection techniques 
was used for the study and they include;

 Key informant interviews
 Focus group discussions 
 Case Studies
 Structured interview questionnaire

This section of the study provides an in-depth analysis 
of housing supply trend, market characteristics, industry 
dynamics, the influence and effects of activities of 
stakeholders and sector players on the housing market in 
the Lagos. In carrying out this analysis, the SWOT model 
was utilized in mapping the housing supply markets as 
follows.

The Lagos State Housing Supply Assessment focused 
primarily on issues of housing supply, housing growth 
trend, housing development finance, housing price trends, 
gaps and barriers to housing supply, to better understand 
these issues on a local level. 

The research is geared at enabling better understanding 
of the challenges confronting housing supply and related 

issues of different market segments in order to effectively 
allocate and coordinate the use of resources available for 
improving housing supply in the country. The information 
is aimed at helping to create and update strategic and 
consolidated plans towards developing the housing 
market. 

Formal (Public Sector)

Federal Ministry of Housing

Federal Housing Authority

State Minsitry of Housing

State Housing Corporations

Local Government Housing 
programmes

Formal (Organised Private Sector)

Real Estate Developers

Primary Mortgage Banks

Commercial Banks

Corporate Bodies

Real Estate Investment 
Vehicles (Trusts)

Development Finance Institutions

Informal Sector

Individual

Families/Clan

Cooperatives

Community development 
efforts

8.2   SwOT ANALYSIS

For the purpose of this study and as earlier described 
in the section above, the SWOT (Strength, Weakness, 
Opportunities and Threats) is a critical framework used in 
the analysis of information gathered from the study. The 
housing supply markets in Lagos are exposed to both 
internal and external factors which impact both positively 
and negatively on the overall performance of the market in 
terms of housing supply. The level to which each location 
is able to respond to the effect of these factors (internal 
and external) has strategic implications on both its level of 
productivity and attractiveness.

A realistic recognition and identification of the weaknesses 
and threats that exists within each the location provides the 
first step toward countering through policy initiatives and 
strategic plans to ameliorate the effects on housing supply 
in the location and also create a robust and creative set of 
strengths and opportunities that will impact and improve 
housing supply in each of the locations.

Table 18:  Housing Supply Stakeholders
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PrOPErTY TYPE PrOPErTY TYPE

Preliminaries

Substructure

Super Structure- Frame

Roof

Block work

Finishes- windows, doors, floor, fittings and fixtures

Electrical/ Mechanical installations

External works and services

Total

Preliminaries

Substructure

Super Structure- Frame

Roof

Block work

Finishes- windows, doors, floor, fittings and fixtures

Electrical/ Mechanical installations

External works and services

Total

Preliminaries

Substructure

Super Structure- Frame

Roof

Block work

Finishes- windows, doors, floor, fittings and fixtures

Electrical/ Mechanical installations

External works and services

Total

Preliminaries

Substructure

Super Structure- Frame

Roof

Block work

Finishes- windows, doors, floor, fittings and fixtures

Electrical/ Mechanical installations

External works and services

Total

CosT CosT

CosT

CosT

373,065

1,522,920

1,627,500

892,500

1,000,650

2,405,004

446,250

703,815

8,971,704

524,896

1,925,242

2,658,999

2,035,000

1,858,819

3,806,248

715,000

932,250

14,456,453

408,595

1,667,960

1,782,500

977,500

1,095,950

2,634,052

488,750

770,845

9,826,152

477,178

1,750,220

2,417,272

1,850,000

1,689,835

3,460,225

650,000

847,500

13,142,230

LAGOS LAGOS

% %

%

%

4.16%

16.97%

18.14%

9.95%

11.15%

26.81%

4.97%

7.84%

100.00%

3.63%

13.32%

18.39%

14.08%

12.86%

26.33%

4.95%

6.45%

100.00%

4.16%

16.97%

18.14%

9.95%

11.15%

26.81%

4.97%

7.84%

100.00%

3.63%

13.32%

18.39%

14.08%

12.86%

26.33%

4.95%

6.45%

100.00%

3 BEDRooM sEMI- DETaCHED DUPLEx 4 Bedroom Detached Duplex

3 BEDRooM DETaCHED DUPLEx

4 BEDRooM sEMI DETaCHED DUPLEx
8.4  SuMMArY OF SuPPLY STuDY

The following are results obtained from questionnaires 
administered to stakeholders and sector players in the 
housing supply value chain in Lagos State. These sector 
players would be analysed under the following headings. 
More information on the methodology can be found in 
the supply study annexure. 

 Developers 
 Suppliers of finance
 Debt Providers
 Equity Providers

Developers

From the development industry is largely male-
dominated, 94,1% male and 5.9% female. 51.8% were 
above 35 years while 41.2% of developers were in the 
category of 26-35 years. The area of housing expertise for 
the developers who were interviewed was Upper Income 
Housing (68.8%), followed by the Middle Income Housing 
and Rental Housing category (12.5% each), and Public 
Housing (6. 2%).

 Moderate cost of finishing: This is based on cost 
of constructing a standard housing unit with no 
extra-ordinary finishes. This totally excludes upper 
middle income, upper class and luxury housing 
developments.

Gender Distribution

94.1%

5.9%

Male Female

Chart 73: Gender distribution

 Size of housing development: In aggregating the 
cost of construction in all four locations based on 
size and housing type, it was assumed that each 
house type is of moderate and similar size, taking 
into consideration functional spaces excluding all 
aesthetics and grandeur typically associated with 
high income developments.

Table 19 above was computed based on key assumptions that took the following factors outlined below into 
consideration;

Housing Supply Analysis continued

Table 19 cont’d...
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10. Key Conclusions and 
Policy Directions

10.1  CONCLuSION

From the study and findings, it can be inferred that the 
objective of developing affordable housing is to provide 
adequate shelter to all Lagos state residents. Building 
affordable housing should encompass both – enabling 
people to buy and to rent, for which there is a need to 
put institutional structures in place towards achieving such 
goals. The present housing delivery models concentrates 
on the ability of people to purchase homes without due 
consideration of the rental market that exists in the state. 
These models require a myriad of agencies from public 
and private sectors to work together for the development 
of affordable housing. 

Conventionally, housing development for the lower 
income sections has been the responsibility of the 
government. However, in the past few years, private sector 
players have increasingly begun to realise the untapped 
opportunities at this segment of the market. Real estate 
developers have started to explore the depth of demand 
and now have long-term plans geared towards providing 
homes for lower income groups. 

Home owners in Lagos are mainly those who have been 
in the city for a considerable amount of time and require 
new houses due to growing family size or for investment 
purposes. While another target segment that requires 
affordable homes are migrants from other states who 
cannot afford to buy houses immediately but are capable 
to rent housing premises, this portion of the population 
account for 83% of the housing market. Hence, it becomes 
important to strengthen access to mortgages and other 
housing finance models to cater for this category of 
people, while keeping in mind the development of 
sustainable and affordable rental housing models.
 
The global economic meltdown adversely affected the 
property market in Lagos, during which there was a 
decline in demand for luxury and high-end properties 
where sales prices, occupancy rates and rental values were 
mostly affected in locations like Lekki, Victoria Island, Ikoyi, 
Oniru Estate, Parkview Estate etc. where the market has 
become highly competitive and constantly shrinking. In 
response to the negative trend experienced in this market 
segment real estate developers have had to re-strategize 
and focus on middle income segments of the market, in 
many cases avoiding lower income groups. Furthermore, 
luxury developers have moved towards condominium/
apartment rather than detached houses.

The affordable housing segment provides an appropriate 
option to maximize returns and diversify risks due to the 
burgeoning demand levels. Thus making developers seek 
land at suburban locations of the state where a luxury 
segment housing project might not be successful. These 
parcels of land have lower costs of acquisition; they can 
be developed for middle or low-income housing projects.  

Several facilitators like the Lagos State Government 
through its ministry of housing have increased activity by 
way of partnership with the private sector developers in 
recent years and are pushing developers to increase their 
development footprint in this segment of the market.

In conclusion, access to affordable finance mechanisms 
remains the greatest challenge limiting home ownership 
in Lagos State. High interest rates, lack of borrower 
confidence and fear of loss of homes in case of defaults 
are the major reasons for reduced penetration of 
mortgage finance for home acquisition. 

In addition to this, the huge infrastructure deficit impacts 
negatively on the total project cost, hence developers 
concentrate projects in locations that are already built up 
or have considerable access to existing infrastructure to 
avoid the cost of providing infrastructure that will create 
access to their project and/or reduce their profit margins. 
The land prices in these locations affect the final selling 
price of the project thus taking the project out of the 
affordability band for low income groups.

“Home owners in Lagos are mainly 

those who have been in the city for 

a considerable amount of time and 

require new houses due to growing 

family size or for investment 

purposes. While another target 

segment that requires affordable 

homes are migrants from other 

states who cannot afford to buy 

houses immediately but are capable 

to rent housing premises, this 

portion of the population account 

for 83% of the housing market.”
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“My primary preoccupation was to give every citizen 
a stake in the country and its future. I wanted a home-
owning society. I had seen the contrast between the 
blocks of low-cost rental apartments, badly misused and 
poorly maintained, and those of house-proud owners, and 
was convinced that if every family owned its home, the 
country would be more stable. After we won the general 
elections in September 1963, while Singapore was in 
Malaysia, I had the Housing and Development Board 
(HDB) announce a home ownership scheme…”

Lee Kwan Yew’s thought and action on housing is a 
phenomenon! Little wonder that today Singapore can 
boast of at least a 95% home ownership. Compare that 
with Lagos State where annual deliverable of housing units 
by the private sector is estimated to be 1,089 as garnered 
by our research during this study. Home ownership in the 
state is less than 20%

Housing plays a special role in the social, political but 
more importantly economic dialogue in most societies. 
Housing has been known to be a major component of 
creating stable and healthy communities and it is often 
the largest single category of household expense. For 
housing to be successful, a country needs to have a 
stable macroeconomic environment. Moderate to high 
inflation rate and nominal interest rates as witnessed in 
Nigeria are typical features of impulsive economies. These 
features have strong effects of reducing the affordability of 
mortgages. In such an economy, creditors are concerned 
about liquidity risk and reluctant to offer long term loans. 
The solution to this then becomes government’s strong 
institutional intervention in terms of favorable policy 
drafting and implementation. The coming on board of 
the Nigerian Mortgage Refinance Company (NMRC) is a 
commendable step towards scratching the surface of this 
challenge.

Another distinguishing characteristic of housing finance 
is the ability to mortgage the property to secure the 
loan. This means that the land laws and processes (title 
registration, foreclosure laws, etc.) have to be put in place 
to allow enforceability. This is largely absent in Nigeria. 
However, it is important to mention that a few states have 
begun to address this problem through the setting up 
of several land registries at the state level. It is pertinent 
that the states are encouraged to get these initiatives to a 
cruising altitude. At the Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria 
(FMBN), tireless efforts are being made to also contribute 
to solving this problem through the bank’s centralized 
repository land and assets registry system. At the Federal 
level, creating or sponsoring a Mortgage Electronic 
Registration System as is done in the United States and 
other emerging markets will also help to increase the 
ability to mortgage properties. 

Roland has garnered over 17 years’ experience in the 
financial services industry in Nigeria having worked with 
United Bank of Africa Plc, Oceanic Bank of Nigeria and 
National Bank of Nigeria. He was also a consultant to the 
International Finance Corporation (IFC) and World Bank on 
Building permits and licenses, and commercial real estate. 
Roland is the Founder of PISON HOUSING COMPANY 
and currently the Managing Director/Chief Executive 
Officer of Federal Housing Authority Mortgage Bank 
Limited (FHA Mortgage Bank) 

Pison Housing Company is a commercial real estate 
and housing finance advisory firm with considerable 
deal making muscle providing customized services to 
individuals, corporate, and multinational companies. 
As Founder of Pison Housing Company, Roland has 
positioned the company as an internationally recognized 
leading real estate development advisory firm in Nigeria. 
Capital Finance International (cfi.co) also awarded Pison 
Housing Company the best Housing Finance Advisory 
company in Nigeria in 2015. 

Roland was head hunted by the Federal Government 
of Nigeria in July 2013 to lead the turn around and 
recapitalization of the moribund Federal Housing Authority 
Homes – a mortgage bank (now known as FHA Mortgage 
Bank Limited). Within a 6 months period, the bank was 
recapitalized and returned to profitability.  He is also a 
director with Homebase Mortgage Bank Limited, a state 
licensed primary mortgage provider in Lagos, Nigeria.

There are a whole lot of other risks and challenges 
associated with housing provision for the low and medium 
income earners. There are several of them in business and 
academic journals and we have examples of countries 
like Mexico, Brazil, Egypt, Morocco, Singapore, Malaysia, 
India and Thailand that have become first class models of 
emerging economies that have developed sound housing 
finance systems that overcame all these challenges and 
mitigated these risks. These countries were worse off than 
Nigeria at some point as it concerns housing its citizenry. 
But high level of professionalism and strong political will 
witnessed in their housing sector has made them succeed.

The housing deficit and challenges in Nigeria is a known 
fact and has been an issue for decades now. Nigeria’s 
population growth rate has averaged 2.5% since 2008. 
Unfortunately, the housing development pace cannot 
keep up with this population growth rate. There is a 
deficit of between 14 and 17 million housing units and 
a greater number live in substandard conditions. It has 
been estimated that over 80% of the country’s population 
live in informal housing, on structures of varying levels of 
degeneration, on lands with no legal titles. Despite the 
efforts by the government and private sector, the housing 
challenge still remain. 

Housing has been found to be a critical component of the 
economy which represents one of the fundamental needs 
of livelihood. Housing has a profound influence on the 
health, social behavior, efficiency, contentment and overall 
welfare of a community. More so, it relatively serves as an 
indicator of a person’s standard of living and their position 
in the society. All these factors cause the demand for 
housing to be very high and have no limits especially as 

“Lee Kwan Yew’s thought and 
action on housing is a phenomenon! 
Little wonder that today Singapore 
can boast of at least a 95% 
home ownership. Compare that 
with Lagos State where annual 
deliverable of housing units by the 
private sector is estimated to be 
1,089 as garnered by our research 
during this study. Home ownership 
in the state is less than 20%.”

Roland is currently a member of the technical 
committee (mortgage Sector) of the Financial System 
Strategy 2020 (FSS 2020), the Federal Government of 
Nigeria financial schemes reform driven by the Central 
Bank of Nigeria. 

In February 2016, Roland was appointed as Sector 
Lead for Construction and Real Estate by the Vice 
President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, under 
the Job Creation & Youth Empowerment Program of 
the Presidency.

Roland is an Alumnus of Harvard University Graduate 
School of Design with a concentration in Real Estate 
Development & Finance. He is currently pursuing a 
Doctorate of Business Administration in Finance & 
Economics at the prestigious School of Management, 
Cranfield University, UK.

He is the Executive Vice Chair of the Roland Igbinoba 
Real Foundation for Housing & Urban Development 
(RIRFHUD).

11. My Point
by Roland Igbinoba
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13. APPENDIX

13.1 DEFINITION OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC CLASS INDICATOrS

In Nigeria, one system of socio-economic status 
classification widely used is the traditional ABCDE system. 
The classification system originated from the European 
Society for Opinion and Market Research (ESOMAR) and 
used around the worlds. The Nigeria’s domesticated 
version of the classification was adapted from the 
ESOMAR system to indicate localized characteristics of 
the various socio-economic groupings. These include the 
following;

1. Socio-Economic Class A: Upper-Upper Class
 This is the highest and most affluent segment of 

the population. This segment constitutes about 
2% of the total population and is mainly tertiary 
educated. Basically, they live in low-population 
density environment. The type of dwelling 
structures associated with this class includes, 
but not limited to terrace houses, duplexes, 
bungalows, with well-maintained courts. The 
structures usually have multi-sitting rooms and the 
floors are wholly marbled or tiled. 

 The category of people commonly found in this 
category include successful business, commercial 
entrepreneurs, professionals, top Civil and Public 
servants etc. The annual income is likely between 
NGN12.1 million (USD68,000) and over. The major 
household durables include Satellite dish, washing 
machine, Cable TV, high capacity diesel electricity-
generator (about 167 KVA) and other valuable 
household amenities.

2. Socio-Economic Class B: Lower Upper Class
 This is the lower end of the upper segment of 

the population. This segment constitutes about 
4% of the total population and like their Class A 
counterparts, are mainly tertiary educated.

 Similarly, the people under this category 
characteristically live in low population density 
environment. Their dwelling structures include, 
but not limited to bungalows, duplexes, terrace 
houses, with well-maintained courts 

 Moreso, the category of people commonly found 
within this category are successful business, 
commercial entrepreneurs, professionals, top 
government officials. They usually earn annual 
income range between NGN 8 – 12 million 
(USD31,250 – 67,999). The major household 
durables include Satellite dish, washing machine, 
Cable TV, high capacity diesel electricity-generator 
(about 167 KVA) 

3. Socio-Economic Class C1: Upper Middle Class
 This is the Upper middle class segment of the 

population. This segment constitutes about 9% of 
the total population. They generally have tertiary 
education (University, Polytechnic and College of 
education) and live in environments of medium 
density population. Basically, they own or live in 
rented apartments, between two to five bedroom 
flats with moderately furnished sitting rooms in not 
necessarily detached building structures.

 The average annual household income oscillates 
between N4, 000,000 - 7,999,000 ($12,500 – 
31,243). Major household durables include Radio, 
colour TV, Satellite dish, Fridge, Water dispenser, 
1-3 cell phones etc

4. Socio-Economic Class C2: Lower Middle Class  
 This is the lower Middle Class segment of the 

population. This segment constitutes about 16% 
of the total population with secondary to tertiary 
education; 

 Generally, many are skilled, manual workers, 
artisans etc who live in medium to high density 
population environment and occupy, own or 
rented two to three bedroom flats or bungalows.

 Typical average annual household income within 
this class vary between NGN600, 000 – 3,999,000 
($3,750 12,493). Major household durables include 
radio, colour TV, Satellite dish, Fridge, 1-2 cell 
phones etc.

5. Socio-Economic Class D
 This segment constitutes about 42% of the total 

population with primary or secondary education. 

 They generally live in high density population 
environment and occupy either single or multi-
rooms rented apartments. They may also own 
homes, which in most cases are low-grade 
bungalows or multi-room structures, with or 
without in-house WC toilet systems. 

 They are mostly employed or self-employed, 
semi- and unskilled workers, traders and artisans. 
The average annual household income is between 
NGN216, 000 and 599,000 ($ 3,750). Major 
household durables include Radio, TV, Fridge, one 
cell phone etc.
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The Roland Igbinoba Real Foundation & Urban Development (RIRFHUD) and its partners in accordance with our disclosure and disclaimer practice would 
like to state that this is for public information only and does not constitute an investment appraisal or advice. It may not be reproduced, published or 
quoted in part/whole, nor should be used as a yardstick for any kind of agreement(s). Consent to publish, reproduce or quote will be given as far as a 
request is received from the user. 

Although we have diligently, to the best of our abilities ensure a robust report, and that data in this report has been validated, we take no responsibility 
for omissions or erroneous data provided by a third party or due to unavailable and/or inaccessible information during the period of conducting this 
survey and synthesizing the several reports. The summaries, recommendations, evaluations, assessments and conclusions contained in this study have 
been painstakingly carried out by us and our partners who have powered this report with respect to our collective experiences in the housing and related 
markets. However please note that the information sources and their accuracy cannot be guaranteed. w w w. r i r f h u d . o r g
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Blue Metro Line, a 27 Kilometer urban rail 
line that will run from Okokomaiko to Marina 
under construction


